By examining the coefficient inequalities of FitzGerald it is shown that if f(z) = z + a2z2 + a^z3 + . . . is analytic and univalent in the unit disc, then \a"\ < (1.0691)zi.
FitzGerald derives the estimate (1) from (2). Note that (2) is a special case of (3), viz. 7=1.
Let n be any positive integer, and in (3) set L = In, nj = j fori < / < 2«, and (4) Xj = n -\n -j\ for/ = 1, 2,. . ., 2n.
The left-hand side of (3) then has the form of the right-hand side of (2), and therefore it follows that
From (1) it follows that C < oo. Given e > 0 there exists a positive integer n and a function /(z) = z + a2z2 + a3z3 + • • • in S such that (7) n(C-e)<\a"\. From (4), (5), (6), and (7) it follows that n\C-e)s< C2\ 2A/f 2 k3 + 2 (2j -k)k2\ (5) into the left-hand side of (3) and continuing this procedure of using (3) to bound the right-hand side of each successive inequality. However, any estimate that can be obtained on the right-hand side of (5) is derived, from which it follows that the improved bounds described above can be no better than C <(209/140)'/8s 1.0514.
Thus, although the Bieberbach conjecture might still follow from inequality (3), it cannot be proven by successive applications of the above method. 
